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Closing Transportation Network 
Company Insurance Gaps
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Commercial Ride Sharing – Invocation

PCI is supportive of innovation in the 
marketplace for transportation and insurance. 

PCI seeks to enhance insurance product 
certainty by clarifying insurance issues and will 
strongly object to being cast as an impediment 

to innovation.



Ride share with care. . . 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think we can fit one more person in there. . .



Ride sharing its… 
• Not car pooling

• Not short term rentals
• Not “car sharing” at all!

Transportation Networks – Taxis 2.0
• Services or Companies (TNS or TNC)
• Primary firms include:

What do we call this? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This activity is not sharing anything – one person pays, two make money – the driver and the firm with the app.  This is taxi/livery service by another name.  Though the two prominent firms, Uber and Lyft, are quite different in style but all of the “taxis 2.0” share the same quality of linking drivers with passengers to go from point A to point B in exchange for money.  



TNCs Debut
• TNCs debut: Uber-2009; Lyft-2012
• Uber valued at $18 billion
• New Years Eve 

2013 accident puts
insurance gap on
radars
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These Co’s had been around; PCI auto committee had discussed per prior work on car sharing (Relay Rides – renting out your car, early activity in CA, WA, OR) but their minimal size and slow early growth did not catch the attention of policymakers – only CA Public Utilities Commission – not our traditional regulator – had done anything on this issue and our CA affiliate, ACIC, was engaged on this issue then.SanFran – death of 6 year old Sophia Liu sparks hearings, debate, news articles, etc. from Seattle eastward and the TNCs actually used this notoriety to accelerate their growth  Industry focuses on insurance coverage gaps



TNC Insurance Coverage 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Period one, two, three – explain – shift per prior slide bullet



Insurance Challenges  

Nature of Risk
• Different policies for different types of risks

Policy Language
• “Livery” and Business Use 

Duty to Defend 
• Broader than duty to indemnify 

Subsidization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PCI members quickly identified major concerns with TNCs – determining the risk and what coverage applied when; erosion of the livery exclusionThe TNCs (Uber) did a study in CO stating that there was modest cost increases to all drivers due to ride sharing – e.g. all drivers subsidized TNC drivers.  We used this as a hammer against them in the CO and other debates. 



TNC Essential Elements

Support Innovation
• Transportation
• Insurance: commercial, personal and surplus lines

Insurance Product Certainty
• Policy language
• Rating and underwriting for risk
• Fill coverage gaps

- Primary not contingent
- Mirror drivers coverage 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovation – this is a critical component with respect to allowing product development for companies, but to do that, MUST have surplus lines to respond to the new business models so want states to allow SL to provide primary auto coverage and satisfy FR laws.Policy language – protect exclusionsRate risk – not have some drivers subsidize othersCoverage gaps – PPA policy contingent – reputational risk (e.g. claim denials that shouldn’t be there in the first place)



TNC Essential Elements 

Notices and Disclosures
• Drivers on coverage issues
• Drivers personal insurer on participation 

Notice of potential dispute
• TNC duty to defend until resolved
• Access to records and data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In CA, the notice provision was the only one that didn’t get into the final bill.  We will cover CA more in a moment.



Policy Development
• Model Legislation - Executes Essential 

Elements
• Terminology – Transportation network companies
• Preserves livery exclusion
• Financial Responsibility
• Requires policy that explicitly covers transportation 

network services
• 24/7 TNC specific personal or commercial
• TNC provided “while available” to provide TNC 

services that mirrors drivers personal policy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The board also directed that a working group be formed to develop model language to use in out reach to other stakeholders and to pursue proactively in the states. That working group was formed and after two conference calls and several drafts,, the model has been finished and reviewed by the auto committee�The model is designed to execute the essential elements, starting with defining terminology and avoiding the term “ride share” which is easily confused with the traditional car pooling, using Transportation Network Company or Services instead, terms that has become commonly accepted.   The model specifically preserves the right for a personal auto insurer to exclude any and all coverage for accidents involving TNC services, preserving the livery exclusion in statute.  The financial responsibility section is a modification of the approach taken in the CO SB 125 that passed earlier this year, that requires that the TNC driver or company have coverage that explicitly covers transportation network services and combines our preference for 24/7 coverage with our fall back position of TNC provided coverage when ever the driver is available to accept the ride. If the TNC provided option is chosen, it requires that the coverage required mirror what the driver has on their personal auto policy, �  



Policy Development 

• Model Legislation (Continued)
• Disclosures to driver on insurance provided by 

TNC, and that drivers policy will not provide 
coverage.  

• Notice to personal insurer on enrollment and 
access to data for driver and personal insurer.

• TNC duty to defend driver and personal insurer if 
named in suit. 

• Comprehensive, collision and UM/UIM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model also requires the TNC to make disclosures on the insurance they provide and that the drivers personal auto policy will not provide coverage as part of their contracts with the drivers, requires that the TNC notify the drivers personal auto insurer when they enroll in the program and requires the TNC to  provide data on participation to the driver or personal insurer on request. Finally the model establishes the TNC’s duty to defend the driver and insurer if named in a lawsuit. �We believe that the model executes the board resolution, and completes the policy work on the issue.  We have already begun working with our SGR team in vetting this with other stakeholders such as the Taxi and Limousine Association.  As you will hear from Paul next, there is a lot of activity out there, and because of the work PCI and its members have done , there are a number of legislators, regulators and stakeholders looking to PCI for guidance on the issue. 



Current State of Play

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paul describes 



2015 State of Play

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paul describes 



2014 Activity 
Insurance Regulators

• Consumer Alerts
Public Utility Commissions

• CA Regulations (2013)
• PA, NM (2014)
• Cease and desist orders 

Cities
• Seattle, Chicago, Columbus, Milwaukee

RICO, other lawsuits
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly twenty state insurance departments and NAIC have issued formal consumer alerts or warnings about insurance gaps with TNCs.  Some insurance departments have been leading on discussion in their states.  California regulations were in process last fall but Seattle was first venue to have lively public debate on rules to regulate ride sharing and PCI testified about the gaps, livery exclusion, etc.Uber/Lyft’s insurance at that time was contingent on the PPA the entire time, though they did have a $1 million excess policy with a passenger in the car



California
AB 2293:
Signed by Gov.

Illinois
HB 4075 & 5331: 
Vetoed by Gov.

Arizona
HB 2262:
Vetoed by Gov.

2014 State Legislative Activity

Colorado
SB 125:
Signed by Gov.

DC
B20-753:
Passed Council
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014 we saw legislation in four states, Colorado, Arizona, California, Illinois and DC.There were  15 states that had some kind of legislation on the issueAZ HB 2262 met none of PCI’s ‘essential elements’- Governor vetoed citing insurance: “[the bill] created gaps in insurance coverage that resulted in a financial risk to TNC’s driver, passenger and other motorists” Gov. Brewer CO SB 125 provided good start with App on/off. IL HB 4075, taxi-led legislation and Chicago dynamicMet two of PCI’s essential elements, Strong app on/off standard Veto: Governor cited home ruleCA AB 2293 – meets PCI’s essential elements, Slightly different approach- Defines TNC insurance vs. TNC activity- More complete carve-out of PPAUber and Lyft signed letters of support…though now that are trying to back away from that point.  But we have them on record.   A convenient fact we hope to use in 2015 throughout the other states. DC City Council approved regulations at the end of Oct. that meet many of our essential elements. It requires TNCs provide primary coverage during the prearranged ride and during the app on/off period outside of the prearranged ride; essential disclosures; carve out for PPA policies; and allows flexibility of coverage. But doesn’t address UM, UIM or any first party coverage’s  



California

AB 2293 – meets PCI’s essential elements

Slightly different approach
• Defines TNC insurance vs. TNC activity
• More complete carve-out of PPA
• TNCs supported the bill
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the best parts about this bill, which was signed by the governor is that both Uber and Lyft signed letters of support…though now that are trying to back away from that point.  But we have them on record.   A convenient fact we hope to use in 2015 in WI and other states. 
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North Carolina 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uber began offering service in Raleigh last April and expanded to other markets in June. Currently operating in 10 cities in North Carolina and they continue to make announcements on their North Carolina blog.  The media has covered this in all the major cities from tech reporters to general assignment reporters newspaper and local TV stations, this will continue to be a hot topic as we head into the legislative session. Many city councils decide not to do anything and have been quoted in stating they believe the state legislature is planning to take up the issue in January and are not going to take up the issue, however the most recent article focuses on RDU Airport has issued permits to 10 Uber drivers just last month, these drivers have met the necessary requirements to be permitted to operate at RDU. However, they continue to issue drivers operating on campus without proper paperwork tickets. 



Questions? 
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